Press Release

Tech Source Changes Name to EIZO Rugged Solutions to Drive New
Business in Global Rugged COTS Market
Hakusan, Japan, February 16, 2016 – EIZO Corporation (TSE: 6737) announced today

that Tech Source, Inc., an EIZO group company specializing in ruggedized graphics and
video products and based in Altamonte Springs, Florida, USA, is changing its name to
EIZO Rugged Solutions Inc. The new name and a change in the web site address to
eizorugged.com will take effect on April 1, 2016.
The name change reflects EIZO’s commitment to driving new business in the global
rugged COTS (commercial-off-the-shelf) market as outlined in its mid-term business plan.
EIZO Rugged Solutions will continue to develop, manufacture and sell high quality,
safety-critical and mission-critical graphics and video solutions but will also offer other
high end display solutions from the EIZO group into this core market.
EIZO acquired Tech Source in 2007 to gain a foothold in the air traffic control (ATC)
market. Since then EIZO has become an established name in the ATC market and in other
specialist vertical markets.
“EIZO has a global reputation for developing high quality display solutions for several
vertical markets,” said Selwyn L Henriques, president & CEO of Tech Source. “Changing
our name to EIZO Rugged Solutions will enable us to leverage that brand as we continue
to grow our market share and expand our offerings in graphics boards, video encoders,
recorders and other solutions for rugged environments."
EIZO Rugged Solutions will continue to manufacture its core MIL-STD-810 graphics and
video products in the USA from its manufacturing facility in Altamonte Springs, Florida.
“This is an exciting opportunity for the Tech Source team as we build on almost three
decades in the graphics and video market,” added Mr. Henriques. “It’s also a great
opportunity for growth as we plan to offer products from other EIZO group companies
to our existing customers in the defense, security, aerospace, avionics, transportation,
maritime and industrial markets.”
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About EIZO
EIZO (TSE:6737), which means image in Japanese, is a visual technology company that
develops and manufactures high-end display solutions. EIZO integrates hardware and
software technologies with consulting, web hosting, and other services to help customers
in business, graphics, gaming, medicine, maritime, air traffic control, and other fields
work more comfortably, efficiently, and creatively. Headquartered in Hakusan, Japan,
EIZO has R&D and manufacturing facilities in Japan, China, Germany, and the USA,
and representation in more than 80 countries.
About Tech Source
Tech Source, Inc. has been developing graphics and video solutions for air traffic control,
military, and embedded applications for over 28 years. The ISO9001:2008 certified
company offers a range of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) products, including graphics
processors targeted at GPGPU applications, video input solutions, video compression and
streaming boards, imaging cards, recording solutions and software libraries. Tech Source,
Inc. is a group company of EIZO Corporation.
Tech Source is a trademark and EIZO is a registered trademark of EIZO Corporation
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